
The 3 point Forex peace strategy: 

1) Potential Volatility Discovery: Sunday…study Economic calendar for the next week, which 

pairs to be aware of and look for opportunity…is there a low budget swing trade level break to 

plan for based on Economic Data divergence? Study how previous data strength effects 

divergence on both sides of a pair cumulatively….Volatility/Divergence? Economic fundamentals 

News event (exact data announcement)...effects broader Global market cash flow 

orientations...it’s also our 1st point to "spark" Forex trader motivation...to stimulate "stacking 

probabilities" thoughtfulness empowerment in U. (Volatility is price movement: we make profit 

by an entry order placed in the direction of a price move…our risk is all we know and 

manage…speculation is why trading is an art not exact science)---limit order closes the trade, 

stop order is our risk management. Ex: U.S. “Exact number” data and effected currency pairs 

EURUSD, GBPUSD, USDCAD, USDJPY…or German data that effects EURUSD ….Also ex:  China 

data that effects AUD…investigate which pairs are effected by what news…lots of volatility (price 

movement) around news… 

2) Cash Flow Divergence and High Probability Momentum Breakout Structure Discovery: find the 

currency pair effected by next Economic news event, seek ultimately for a divergent (correlations too) 

currency pair (strong/weak economics regarding interest rate differential fulcrum)....then consider 

which pair? in a 5 minute chart which has the best "support become resistance" multiple touch point 

level for a "breakout" opportunity...is the currency pair in a trend?  (Impulsion "growth" phase or 

correction "workin' it out" phase) very important to make sure we are not "buying into supply" or 

"selling into demand" (zones)...what is EMA 50 close telling us?...is price pushing EMA?...all insights 

implying direction are helpful :) In addition, we check if the price level breakout point is at a 

“Psychological support” (natural numerics – 00 or 50) where we often have a retracement (pullback) 

after a consolidation…also, maybe check if there is a Fibonacci support level (50, 38.2, 61.8) where price 

has multiple touchpoints at the same “market positioning” (price level)…”we trade follow through”..  

3) Entry Order Positioning a bit beyond resistance level.... 

10 pips limit and 15 pips stop order... think “our limit plus half of it”…"we get in and get out of the 

market"…and back to what U do…or…what if 5 to 7 pip limit and 10 pip stop order?….incremental wins 

add up just fine…we are only concerned with our risk, and with a conservative limit, we could do great, 

depending in the pip spread at the time…try “scrunching” the 1min or 5 min chart for levels… 

Also….some folks like to just find a price level breakout zone/structure in 5 minute and verify the 

direction with Economic news cumulative data and check that a breakout is not going into an opposing 

supply or demand zone…reversal structures and continuation patterns are a good study  See it as a 

part time job, that requires your time…U can do it!!! God is progressive!!! U is “everybody is special” and 

a “faceless smile”…some understand us, some won’t, but love is love…and 1love is the message… 

“They’ll” have to “face IT/US” eventually…so, the loving families need our protection… Peace Peace 

Keep the Hope!!!! Self motivated Brothaz n Sistahz. Always Love and respect...peace be with U.  


